Experiments and visual analysis show the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Introduction
The most widely used biometrics at present is fingerprint because it is accurate and affordable. With the increasing emphasis on identity management, automatic fingerprint recognition has received wide attention commercially. Nevertheless there still exist critical research issues such as the long processing time in large database; and dealing with poor quality images.
Solving these two problems will require improvement to fingerprint classification. and identification. In both topics, orientation pattern, which can be defined by the local direction of ridge-valley structure, plays an important ro le [6, 7, 8, 9] .
However there are many fingerprint images that are noisy caused by dust, oil, moisture, scars or excessively wet or dry fingers. As such, we cannot always obtain clear orientation pattern s. Several methods have been proposed to improve the estimation of the orientation fi eld which can broadly be categorized as filtering-based [6, 7] 
where zd z are the positions of the deltas and cores. This combination model gives better estimation of the orientation compared to the other previous models.
However, the orientations reconstructed by the polynomial model near to the singular point regions fail in some cases. This is because the point charge model used to model the complex orientation at the singular region is too simple to reflect the complex patterns ofthe singular points since the point charge model is independent from the polynomial model used to model the overall orientation. Zhou and Gu [4J also presented another complex model which is quite similar to [2] except that high order rational function is used as the nonlinear correction instead. This proposed approach is also not able to precisely reflect the patterns near the singular points. (10] , such an approach provides a framework to describe and reconstruct global complex orientation patterns. In addition, the work also showed that even when the data is occluded up to 40%, the proposed . phase portra it approach is still able to approximate the orientation quite accurately. Ford et al expanded their work in [13] and [14] by proposing nonlinear phase portrait models. In these papers, they performance. At such low orders, the proposed approach is not ablc to catcr for complex patterns.
In this paper, we prcsent a nonlinear phase portrait model to reconstruct the orientation field of a fingerprint.
Model-based method is chosen since it considers the global constrains and thus provides accuracy and robustness to noise. Compared with previous works, we introduced high order phase portrait to model the global orientation pattern and proposed the addition of first ordcr phase portrait near the singular points as the local constrain 1.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: ]n section 2, the nonlinear phase portrait model will be described. Section 3 then describes our proposed algorithm ExperiJrents and discussion follow at Section 4 before the paper ends with a conclusion.
Nonlinear Phase Portrait Models a) Brief introduction of phase portrait
First-order phase portrait has been proposed to describe the local orientation fields [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . It can be expressed by the following two equations in the Cartesian coordinate system:
[;]=[: :I;]+[;]=AX+B
Therefore the angle is given by, 
c) Constrained nonlinear model
A low-order nonlinear phase portrait is not able to provide accurate approximation of the orientation field beyond the region near to the singular points. This can be solved using a higher order nonlinear phase portrait, but at the expense of higher computation and storage requirements. However, when the order is beyond a certain value, the pattern of its phase portrait will be ill due to numerical approximation, making it sensitive to noise. To resolve this problem, some constrains will be added to the nonlinear phase portrait model for correction of the orientation near the singular point.
Since using the high order phase portrait will result in poor approximation of the phase portrait near the singular points while at these regions the orientation fi eld can be reconstructed by the first order phase portrait, we used this characteristic to constrain the high order phase portrait.
We expand the high order phase portrait () at a singular point( xs'Ys ) as follows: 
As mentioned above, a first order phase portrait can represent the patterns near the singular points by the following equations.
x =kx+ly (8) y= mx+ ny ( 9 ) By neglecting the nonlinear terms O;(x,y) in (6), (6) and (8) should have the similar pattern. This gives:
At the same time, the x components should be zero at the singular points.
(11)
The same analys is applies to equations (7) and (9)
Therefore for one singular point, 6 constraints will be added to coefficients Qij and bij of the high order phase portrait to preserve to singular point pattern s.
Details of Proposed Algorithm a)
Coarse orientation and singular points
The computation of coarse orientation fields can be found in many references [5, 7, 9 , and 10]. Here we adopt the method by [5] . Its coarse orientation field 0, and its coherence, C, can be estimated by
Where W is a small window at point, (x, y) and (G. ,G y ) is the gradient vector at (x, y).
Subsequently, the proposed nonlinear phase portrait model is imp lemented on the x and y components of the squared orientation fields O(x,y), giving:
From the coarse orientation field, we can also obtain the singular points using the Poincare index method [S] .
b) F.<itimation of firs t order phase portrait near the singular points
Once we obtained the coarse orientation fields and its singular points, the orientation patterns near the singular points can be modeled by using the first order phase portrait. The coefficients· of the phase portrait at the region surrounding the singular points are estimated using the algorithm by Shu ([ II D.
From equations 8 and 9, the tangent of a planar first order system is given by: We can directly estimate the parameters by using the triplet data (x i ' Y j ,';J, and (16), where (xj, y) is the coordinate of a pixel. The optimal weighted least square estimator is one that minimizes the following cost function. Where W j = C(xj, Y j ) and subject to the constraint
N is the total number of triplet data used to estimate the para meter set (m,n,k, I,e,f). 
Then the eigenvector of IJf with the largest eigenvalue gives the best estimation of £4' We can further compute £2 by using (19) . (20) c) Construction of nonlinear pbase portrait
The nonlinear phase portrait will be estimated along the x and y components respectively. Weighted least squared algorithm is used to compute the coefficients a,; andb,; so that the least squared enolS between dx (or dy ) of Equation (16) and the phase portrait model is minimized. Coherence matrix will act as the weighting factoL If there is a singular point in the fingerprint, we can obtain its first order phase portrait. 3 constraints will then be added into the nonlinear model as given by the equations (10)-( 1 I) for coeffic ients uif and equations (12)- ( 13) for coefficients hi} • This will reduce the number of coefficients in the Eqn 5.
Experiments
As pointed out in [5] , there is no ground truth for the orientation field of fingerprints and a truly objective error measurement cannot be constructed. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed orientation prediction algorithm quantitatively, we computed the original orientation field using a Gabor filter bank (64 filters). Then the mean absolute error (MAE) between the predicted orientation and the original orientation is computed as follows:
Here Q is the region of comparison. which contains a total of N points.{x. y) is the coordinate of a point in Q, 0model and Og<lbor denote the predicted orientation using the proposed algorithm and the orientation field computed using the Gabor filter bank respectively. Since the orientation is in (0, n], the function dO is defined as dee)
= JI e I, 181< n 12
In-I e I otherwise We randomly select 100 images from the NIST special database 4 where the image tends to cover the full fingerprints. We set the order of nonlinear phase portrait to 8 as a trade-off between accuracy and conciseness of the model. The MAE of the &-order model is S.02° with a standard deviation of 2.So. This shows that the reconstructed orientation is very close to the original orientation since the orientation resolution of the Gabor filter bank is 2. 8125". Fig. 3 gives some examples of the orientation model obtained using the proposed nonlinear phase portrait approach.
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As for the polynomial model, it has the capability to model complex orientation patterns. However, the area covered by the coarse orientation patterns near the singular points is much less than the total area covered by the entire fingerprint orientation. In addition, the orientation pattern of the entire fingerprint is somewhat smooth with characteristic difference exhibited mainly at the small region surrounding each singular point.
Therefore, the errors of the high order phase portrait will occur mainly at the singular point region when the least squared algorithm is used to estimate the coeffic ients without any constraint. The constraints introduced in this paper showed that it is able to reduce the errors at the singular points so that only one nonlinear phase portrait model is needed to reconstruct the orientation fields of fingerprints, producing accurate description of the singular point regions. Fig. 4 shows the compari. son between the polynomial approach and the proposed nonlinear phase portrait approach with constraints. It clearly shows that the proposed approach has better orientation modeling around the core point.
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Fig 4 compar�tive result of reconstructed orientation fields using the proposed approach of nonlinear phase portrait with constraints against the polynomial approach with point charge.
Similar to the polynomial approach, the main limitation of the proposed approach is that it will not perform well for very poor quality fingerprint images where the singular poin ts cannot be reliably extracted.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposw a nonlinear phase portrait Our future work is to improve the model to allow for better noise immunity as well as error in the singular points.
